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Maq (RRID:SCR_005485)

Resource Information


Description: A set of programs that map and assemble fixed-length Solexa/SOLiD reads in a fast and accurate way.

Resource Name: Maq

Proper Citation: Maq (RRID:SCR_005485)

Resource Type: Resource, software resource

Keywords: command-line, curses/ncurses, opengl, c, c++, perl

Resource ID: SCR_005485

Parent Organization: SourceForge

Availability: GNU General Public License, v2

Website Status: Last checked up

Alternate IDs: OMICS_00668

Abbreviations: Maq

Mentions Count: 47

Ratings and Alerts
No rating or validation information has been found for Maq.

No alerts have been found for Maq.

---

**Data and Source Information**

**Source:** SciCrunch Registry

---

**Usage and Citation Metrics**

We found 47 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [FDI Lab - SciCrunch Infrastructure](https://www.fdi.org).


